
MOTIVATION, MASLOW'S GOSPEL AND 	 Elliott #942 

Mdslow did a gospel tract on his religion--H&R/70 revision of his MOTIVATION 
AND PERSONALITY--which well deserves exposition and critique vis-a-vis bibli- 1 o
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3. His basic insight that health is more than absence of sickness makes a good 
reverse tneodicy [like How can you believe in God in the light of evil? re-
versed to How can you not believe in God in the light of good?]. E.g., p.33: 
"The most important concerns of the greatest and finest people in human his-
tory must all be encompassed and explained." Great basis for dialog with bib-
lical religion, and too bad he died before getting to it. 

4. As he's trying to derive an ethic and religion from within the skinbag, he 
doesn't get around to sanctions, i.e. socially offered persuaders, motivators, 
incentives--"pulls" rather than "pushes." On p.26 he uses both terms for in-
side the skinbag, the latter for "drives" and the former for "basic needs." 
His thesis-project [279]: "the organism tells us what it needs...by sickening 
and withering when deprived of these values," thus "telling 114  what is good 
for it." Note the crypto-theism in the talking skinbag. 

2. An interrogative reductionism--a neurotic throw-off from the Enlightenment-- 
is at tne heart of Maslow's life-project. E.g., consider the pinched, egoic, 
anthropocentric set of questions on p.279: "the age-old questions 'How can I 
be a good man?"How can I live a good life?"How can I be fruitful?"Hap-
py?"At peace with myself?" Sociology of knowledge asks immediately, Where 
did these questions come from? Not from Maslow's Jewish ancestors, whom he's 
still in the process of rejecting [on which see Cuddihy's THE ORDEAL OF CIVIL-
ITY]! One reason his religion has an antibiblical animus is this adolescent 
shame for rude parents, as in Freud and Perls [who told me "Moses and Jesus are 
the two worst characters in history"--see Maslow's Index of Names, where you'll 
find Mowrer (a real sicky!) but not Moses, Jung half a dozen times but never 
Jesus]. This inauthentic animus appears many times in the book's adverbs--e.g., 
on the same p., "strictly naturalistic" instead of plain "naturalistic." Fur-
ther--and this applies to the whole HPM [human potential movement]--he loves 
the word "potential," a philosophical notion essentially atheist and parallel 
to the evolutionistic phrase "spontaneous generation." His "the Unnoticed Re-
volution" rests on unexamined philosophical assumptions, and its philosophical 
naivete gives the religion a callow, pathetic ecstasy which mature reflection 
would deprive it of. As humanistic psychology ages, it may--as most religions 
do--mature philsophically. At its present stage it has characteristics of 
both cult and virus. 
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